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01 | ESG TO BECOME INTEGRAL AMONG SINGAPORE INVESTORS
Today, ESG plays a growing role (30%) and is becoming integral (30%) to Singapore investor organisations. Looking ahead, 
the largest portion of investors (42%) expect ESG to become integral to much of what they do. 

The centrality of ESG is also anticipated to rise. Currently, 21% say ESG is central to almost everything they do and a 
further 6% find it to be a necessity. These figures will each jump to 18% in two years’ time, indicating a deeper embedding 
of this approach among Singapore institutional investors.

Large institutional investors in the country have been spearheading the need for greater adoption of ESG. For example, in 
June 2021, the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) handed down five climate-related mandates as part of its Green 
Investment Programme.

The role of ESG
Q11. Which of the following best describes the role of ESG in your organisation’s investment strategy (fund and asset 
allocation, risk appetite and return expectations) now and in two years’ time? 

Data may not sum to 100% due to rounding

Today In two year’s time

Global APAC Singapore

It play a minor role
1%

22%
3%

12%
1%

14%

It plays a growing role but it is not 
central to our strategy 21%

33%
18%

30%
17%

34%

It is becoming integral to much of what 
we do 41%

31%
42%

30%
35%

31%

It is central to almost everything we do
19%

11%
18%
21%

23%
13%

It is necessity in everything we do
18%

4%
18%

6%
24%

8%
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02 | GREATER FOCUS ON PERFORMANCE PROVIDED BY ESG INVESTMENT
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Reasons for incorporating ESG
Q12. Please rank in terms of importance the reasons why you incorporate ESG into your investment decision-making?

03 | STRONG UPTAKE OF ESG IN PRIVATE CAPITAL ASSETS
Though regulation may not be directly driving Singaporean to adopt ESG, the repercussions of new legislation can be 
gleaned within the asset classes in which these investors are using an ESG approach.

Over six in 10 (61%) investors in Singapore are using ESG within private equity and private debt. This can be considered a 
reflection of the regulatory efforts to boost the sector through the launch of the Singapore Variable Capital Companies 
regulation in 2020. This is a larger percentage than the global figure of 38% and the regional statistic of 43%, and also 
leads the asset class to take the top spot among all asset classes under review.

There is also a higher propensity for investors here to use ESG within thematic ETFs (33% vs 22% globally, 29% APAC) and 
within liquid alternatives (18% vs 12% globally, 15% APAC).

A smaller portion of investors in Singapore use ESG within equities (48% vs 69% globally, 58% APAC) and ETFs tracker funds 
are more unpopular here as just 9% use ESG in this area.

Three quarters of Singapore investors (76%) are driven to incorporate ESG into their investment decisions to protect their 
brand, reputation and mitigate headline risk. Though this echoes both the Asia Pacific (APAC) and global results, a greater 
proportion of investors in Singapore say this is important.

A larger percentage of Singapore investors (58% vs 45% globally, 45% APAC) say they use an ESG approach to access 
improved long-term returns. The appreciation of the potential performance enhancement ESG can provide indicates 
investors in Singapore are more well-versed in current ESG trends and research.

Attracting new talent is also a stronger driver to incorporate ESG among Singapore investors with 33% saying this is a key 
motivator. This compares to 11% globally and 19% across APAC.

Although the Monetary Authority of Singapore, the Singapore regulator, expects banks, insurers and asset managers to 
make climate-related disclosures from June 2022, regulation is not a key driver for Singapore investors to incorporate ESG 
into their process. Only 6% classify regulatory or disclosure demands as critical reasons for adopting ESG. This compares to 
23% regionally and 29% on a global level.

Brand image and reputation/mitigate 
headline risk

External stakeholder requirement

Improved long-term returns

Decreased investment risk

Board/activist investor pressure

Global APAC Singapore

Regulatory/disclosure demands

Diversification of the product offer

Altruistic values

Attraction of new talent

Percentage (%) rank 1 + 2 + 3

45%

45%

35%

23%

33%

22%

19%

21%

57%

39%

58%

15%

6%

30%

12%

33%

30%

76%

46%

45%

39%

29%

28%

23%

11%

21%

59%
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Incorporating ESG into different asset classes
Q20. Which of the following asset classes do you use to incorporate ESG?

04 | ABSENCE OF SENIOR LEADERSHIP BACKING INHIBITS ESG ADOPTION
The data suggests there is further development needed within the leadership among Singapore investors. A larger 
portion of investors here flag the absence of senior leadership backing as a barrier to further adoption of ESG (45% 
vs 23% globally, 33% APAC). 

More also say their data doesn’t support effective scenario analysis (45% vs 34% globally, 33% APAC). This means 
investors in Singapore may welcome support in this space.

The risk of greenwashing is considered to be less of an inhibitor as fewer here (33% vs 57% globally, 46% APAC) say 
this is hindering further ESG adoption. Compared to the global and regional results, investors in Singapore are also 
less concerned with conflicting ESG ratings or indices (42% vs 68% globally, 54% APAC).

Reflecting the APAC results, investors in Singapore also highlight the cost required to invest in smart or emerging 
technologies as a barrier to greater ESG adoption. Here 48% say this is keeping them back, which compares to 
39% globally.

Equities

Fixed income (excluding green 
instruments)

Green instruments (green, social, 
sustainability, sustainability-linked 
bonds, sustainability-linked loans)

Infrastructure

Real Estate

Global APAC Singapore

Private equity/debt

ETFs thematic

ETFs tracker funds/ESG screened index

Liquid alternatives (derivatives and 
hedge fud strategies)

Percentage (%) Yes, Multiple answers allowed

Time deposits/money markets/short 
term deposits

Others

58%

43%

41%

41%

43%

32%

29%

18%

15%

2%

0%

48%

36%

39%

36%

61%

36%

33%

9%

18%

0%

0%

69%

45%

45%

41%

38%

37%

22%

22%

12%

2%

6%
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Significant barriers to greater adoption of ESG
Q24. What are the most significant barriers to greater adoption of ESG across your portfolio today?

Inconsistent quality of data across asset 
classes

Challenges around data quality and 
consistency

Conflicting ESG ratings/indices

Lack of advanced analytical tools/skills 
(internal and external)

Lack of conviction that ESG integration will 
improve performance over the long-term

Global APAC Singapore

Risk of greenwashing

Costs required to invest in smart 
/emerging technologies

Our data doesn’t support effective 
scenario analysis

Lack of backing from senior leadership

Percentage (%) rank 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5

Lack of demand from clients

79%

72%

54%

57%

46%

65%

48%

33%

33%

13%

82%

79%

42%

58%

33%

55%

48%

45%

45%

12%

81%

77%

68%

59%

57%

52%

39%

34%

23%

11%

For the full global report, please visit https://securities.cib.bnpparibas/esg-global-survey-2021/
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